
Emily, an ordinary mom from Boston, MA discovered a clever trick to get a celebrity smile for less
 
than $3.
 

Thanks to the trick she discovered, thousands of consumers have been able to whiten their teeth
 
from home.
 

Step 1:
 

First get Dazzle White (use promo code: dazzle4me)
 

Step 2:
 

Then get Beverly Hills Smile (use promo code: BHS881)
 

(This is key. Use both for results like Emily's)
 

Emily, a Boston school teacher and full time mother, is one such consumer. It all started about
 
three months ago when she bought an authentic Coach pocketbook on sale for only $55 (75%
 



off the retail price). She was determined to seek out other great offers and recently made her 
best find. Emily discovered a clever way of combining two different teeth whitening offers from 
two different companies - Dazzle White and Beverly Hills Smile - to get results similar to that of 
a professional whitening done by a dentist. Rather then spending $500 at her local dentist to 
attain a sexy smile, she was able to do so for less than $3 by using free trial' offers she 
found online. 

Emily: "I like to consider myself a smart shopper, always finding the best bang for my buck. My 
online teeth whitening discovery was without a doubt one of the best finds I made this year." 

How did Emily wind up with yellow teeth? 

While my mom always told me be to be proud of who I am and what I look like, I have always 
been self conscious about my yellow teeth. Truthfully, I have no one to blame for this problem 
but myself I smoked for 8 years, drink 2 Cups of coffee a day (only way to stay awake at work), 
and love a glass of red wine to help me sleep at night. Furthermore, I would be lying if I said that 
I brushed my teeth 3 times a day every day. While I recently quit smoking and have cut back on 
the amount of coffee I drink, my tooth discoloration seems to be permanent. I used just about 
every "whitening" toothpaste and mouthwash product on the market and saw little if any 
improvement. 

A co-worker of mine recently recommended to do some research online before making my next 
purchase. As an elementary school teacher with a modest salary and a sizeable mortgage, cost 
was a major concern. While searching the Web I found a few online teeth whitening companies 
giving away free trials' where you only had to pay a few dollars for shipping. I ordered two 
products, Dazzle White and Beverlv Hills Smile, both of which had 9/10 ratings and positive 
feedback from all users. After using the first product the results were noticeable, but after 
following with the second product I had a celebrity white smile. I'm far from a medical expert, but 
it appears that each product focused on DIFFERENT parts of the problem and that the second 
one put the whitening effect into overdrive. By using them both in a row I had absolutely 
unbelievable results. I can't believe companies are practically giving these products away! 

Emily: "I'm an optimist and always look for the silver lining in any situation. While this recession 
has negatively impacted me like everyone else, my savvy shopping skills got me the smile I 
always wanted." 

Online teeth whitening companies are DESPERATE for new customers and are giving away 
free trials' as a way to find new clients and offload excess inventory. You can and should take 
advantage of the downturn in the economy just like Emily. 

When asked to elaborate on her discovery Emily said: 

"I was impressed with the results after the first 3 days - but once I saw my teeth after a week, I 
was absolutely blown away... I knew I was onto something. The trick is to use TWO trial 
products that compliment each other TOGETHER to give yourself a whitening comparable to 
that of your favorite actress." 

Consumer Tips Weekly would like to thank Emily for this amazing teeth whitening tip. If you are 
interested in using Emily's trick, we have provided links and coupon code information for the two 
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Hurry! limited Supplies! 

See if you qualify today 

Choose your Shade 
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9 rf .... ' / No yucky strips! 

V No foul tasting gels! 

No expensive lasers! 

Everyone Is Talking About Whiter Teeth! 

-
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lJVhen it comes to being cool it's no longer about having a shiny new car or the latest designer labels. In fact, a lot of 
people think stuff like that is simply superficial. In fact, the coolest way to impress people and make the best first 
impression these days is to have whiter teeth. That's what everyone is looking for! 

Over the past five yearn, the American Society Of Cosmetic Dentistry has seen requests for teeth-whitening 
procedures increase steadily! Doctors have since gotten on board and started performing more teeth-whitening 
procedures than ever before 

Celebrities have been known to shell out thousands of dollars to have the whitest teeth possible. They want their 
smiles to be so white that they shine across the red carpet. 

The only challenge is determining how white is right for you. Doctors use a 16-shade whitening guide that sets the 
standards for whiteness. But, in reality your teeth should never be whiter than the whites of your eyes - othelWise, 

http://www.dazzlesmilepro.com/index.php 101712009 
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